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Ferraris will leave for the former British colony 

in August so has a chance of more grade 1 

successes, and possibly the Vodacom Durban 

July. 

His July chance will come under the  

microscope when the Cape Met winner  

Rainbow Bridge takes on eight rivals in the 

Challenge which includes Queen’s Plate victor 

Jet Dark and 2020 July winner Belgarion. 

Eric Sands’s star showed he had lost none of 

his zest on his KwaZulu-Natal reappearance 

and is understandably quoted at odds-on in the 

betting market. 

With Jet Dark not entered for the July, the  

focus of attention will be on Belgarion who 

S’manga Khumalo partners for the first time.  

One media report says the 2013 July winning 

jockey has already been booked (to Page 2) 

Hong Kong-bound Luke Ferraris will be earning real money from  

September, but this season’s jockey sensation will not mind pocketing 

his percentage of the R625,000 first prize in Saturday’s Hollywoodbets 

Gold Challenge at Greyville, writes David Mollett. 

More Gold for Cool Hand Luke  
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for the big race, though one would imagine 

Richard Fourie will be as interested as anyone 

to see how the son of Dynasty performs on  

Saturday. 

The grapevine has it that Fourie will desert 

2020’s winner in favour of Do It Again who blew 

away the cobwebs with a narrow recent win at 

Greyville. It was a shallow race which only told 

us the six-year-old is alive and well. 

Fourie will surely have to consider that  

Belgarion and Do It Again met in the Cape Met 

(at level weights) and the latter finished three 

lengths behind the July winner. 

Which brings us to Queen’s Plate winner Jet 

Dark, who Fourie is presumably riding because 

the three-year-old is co-owned by Nic Jonsson. 

As Saturday’s grade 1 race has always been his 

mission, he is sure to strip a fit horse and may 

pose a threat to Rainbow Bridge. 

Sean Tarry’s five-year-old, Cirillo, might be 

overpriced at 16-1 and it could pay to take 

swingers coupling the son of Pomodoro with the 

favourite. 

In 2019 Cirillo’s form included a two-length  

defeat by Rainbow Bridge and last year he  

finished a close third behind Golden Ducat and 

Rainbow Bridge in the Champions Cup. More 

recently, owner Chris van Niekerk’s horse has 

finished a creditable third behind Got The 

Greenlight in the Champions Challenge at 

Turffontein making a mockery of his 50-1 start-

ing price. 

As far as the July is concerned, the five-year-

old’s best chance of success may be to adopt 

the same tactics as Serpentine in the 2020  

Epsom Derby — establish a big lead and try to 

hang on. In fact, such a move would be  

interesting on Saturday. 

Ridden by Luke Ferraris, Seeking The Stars ran 

an excellent second behind Linebacker in the 

KZN Guineas and Van Niekerk partners the 

four-year-old for the first time.  

He has never won beyond 1,400m so seems 

unlikely to take top honours despite  

representing a red-hot stable. 

(continues Page 4) 

More Gold for Cool Hand Luke—from Pg 1 

Do It Again under Richard Fourie sees off Rainbow Bridge in the Vodacom July of 2019 
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However, a Vaughan Marshall runner who will 

certainly be getting my each-way money is  

Incredibill who looks to have a chance of giving 

Cosmic Highway and Party Time a run for their 

money in the fourth race, The Gatecrasher 

Stakes. 

Whether the 4kg Incredibill receives from  

Cosmic Highway and 2kg he receives from  

Party Time will be enough only the race will tell. 

But boxed exactas coupling Vaughan  

Marshall’s youngster with Cosmic Highway, 

Party Time and Imilenyeyokududuma could  

return a decent dividend. 

It is a pity there is no stable couplings in the 

jackpot or Pick Six as punters could probably 

safely banker Justin Snaith’s representatives in 

the grade 3 Cup Trial. 

Presumably, Richard Fourie has had the choice 

of the quartet and he will partner Crown Towers 

who has been priced up at 3-1 in early betting.  

Nexus and Doublemint, who has the highest 

merit-rating, come into the equation which  

appeals as a betting race about as much as a 

trip to the dentist. 

This column’s selection is Nexus who Khumalo 

rides for the second time. The gelding is a 66-1 

chance in July betting. 

Far more interesting is the grade 2 Tibouchina 

Stakes where Lucky Houdalakis’s runner — well 

drawn at gate three — can take top honours in 

the hands of Craig Zackey. The filly looked back 

to her best when third behind Summer Pudding 

in the grade 1 Empress Club Stakes in April. 

Though the early favourite is Favorita, she 

might have her work cut out to beat Keep The 

Lights On whose form includes a third behind 

Princess Calla. 

Courtesy of Business Day.  

  

  

  

 

More Gold for Cool Hand Luke—from Pg 1 

Enquiries: Jo Knowles on 083 399 6353 

joknowles.ems@gmail.com 

         Molly’s Feature Selections   

  

GOLD CHALLENGE 

1. (3) Rainbow Bridge 

2. (7) Belgarion 

3. (1) Jet Dark 

4. (5) Cirillo 

CUP TRIAL 

1. (5) Nexus 

2. (7) Crown Towers 

3. (1) Doublemint 

4. (2) Tree Tumbo 

TIBOUCHINA STAKES 

1. (5) Wisteria Walk 

2. (9) Keep The Lights On 

3. (11) Favorita 

4. (6) Zarina 

GATECRASHER STAKES 

1. (2) Incredibill 

2. (3) Cosmic Highway 

3. (4) Party Time 

4. (9) Imilenzeyokududuma 

DURBAN DASH 

1. (8) Spydas Corner 

2. (6) Speed Machine 

3. (2) Light That Loose 

4. (7) Shampompo Shampizi 

DEVON AIR STAKES 

1. (4) Civil Rights 

2. (6) Captain’s Run 

3. (9) Kailene 

4. (5) Twice The Trip 

FILL A SPACE LIKE THIS, HERE, FOR 
THE PRICE OF A FACE MASK! 

mail: editor@turftalk.co.za 

mailto:joknowles.ems@gmail.com
mailto:editor@turftalk.co.za
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Van Halen, the star South African sprinter 
who missed out on lucrative trips to Saudi 
Arabia and Dubai because of quarantine  
issues, has gone into training in France. 
 
The dual G1 winner has joined the stable of 
Irishman Gavin Hernon in Chantilly and could 
reappear in July, with a trip to the Middle East 
in 2022 among possible longer term objectives. 
 
Van Halen has not raced since he won the G1 
Mercury Sprint at Greyville in August 2020 for 
trainer Corne Spies, after which he entered 
quarantine with the aim of competing at the 
Saudi Cup and Dubai World Cup  
meetings, only to get stuck in Mauritius. 
 
“After we missed the Saudi races we had a few  
options, and the owners of Van Halen, who  
include myself, Xander Spies, Freddie van Wyk 
and Alfred Pawson, made a decision to race in 
France because we believe he is good enough 
to compete there at high level,” Spies said on 
his website. 
 
Hernon set up in France in 2018 after working 
under Jim Bolger, Andre Fabre, Nicolas  
Clement, Ed Dunlop and Graham Motion. He 
trained his first Group winner when National 
Service won the Prix Paul de Moussac last 
year. 

Hernon said: “Van Halen has just arrived from a 
pre-training facility, he’s been here a few days 
and we like him, he’s a beautiful horse. He has 
a natural, massive stride and I’ve watched his 
replays, he is smart. 
 
“We’ll be looking at a six-furlong G3 race  
midway through July at Deauville to start him 
off, take it step-by-step to see where he’ll be 
fitting in. He is settling down very well with us.” 
 
Nourbese (below), a G2 winner who was due to 
travel with Van Halen, has been sold to  
continue his career in Mauritius. 

  
horseracingplanet.com 

 

Van Halen to rock on in France 

Craig Zackey, Corne Spies and Van Halen enjoy their G1 Mercury Sprint triumph. 

Pic: Candiese Lenferna. 
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Seeking The Stars (above) could put the handicappers in a tricky position tomorrow if he 
wins, or even goes close in the WSB Gold Challenge, as I fully expect him to.   
 
Vaughan Marshall’s Vercingetorix colt goes into the race rated 121, but takes on Jet Dark and   
Belgarion (both 130), as well as SA top rated horse Rainbow Bridge (134) receiving a mere 1,5kg 
on weight-for-age terms. If he finishes within a couple of lengths he is likely to have a new mark of 
around 130.  
 
Which the handicappers could struggle to get Linebacker (124) to, even if he wins the Vodacom 
July. And he beat Seeking The Stars going away very comfortably in the KZN Guineas.  
A good showing by his stablemate would also boost Linebacker’s prospects in the big one, as on 
July 3 as it stands he will receive  7kg from Rainbow Bridge, and 5kg from Belgarion.  -tt 

Headaches looming for handicappers? 

Pic-Wayne Marks. 
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Following his performance in the Al Shaqab 
Lockinge Stakes (G1), Sheikh Hamdan Bin 
Mohammed Al Maktoum's Palace Pier  leads 
the fourth edition of the 2021 Longines 
World's Best Racehorse Rankings from  
acing through June 6. 
 
With his 1 1/2-length victory in the Lockinge, 
Palace Pier improved his rating to 125 from 121 
and is now 2-for-2 this year. He previously took 
the Bet365 Sandown Mile (G2) by eight 
lengths. He is expected to race next in the June 
15 Queen Anne Stakes (G1) at Royal Ascot. 

The Queen Anne is a Breeders' Cup "Win and 
You're In" qualifier for the FanDuel Breeders' 
Cup Mile Presented by PDJF (G1T) at Del 
Mar this fall. 
 
Nature Strip , owned by R. A. E. Lyons, P. D. 
Harrison, et al, holds second with a rating of 
123, followed by a three-way tie in third with 
ratings of 122 shared by Klaravich  
Stables' Domestic Spending , Prince A. A.  
Faisal's Mishriff, and Godolphin's Mystic Guide . 
Domestic Spending and Mystic Guide are top-
ranked American-trained. bloodhorse.com 

Palace Pier tops Longines rankings  

Rank Horse Rating Trained 

1 PALACE PIER (GB) 125 GB 

2 NATURE STRIP (AUS) 123 AUS 

3 DOMESTIC SPENDING (GB) 122 USA 

3 MISHRIFF (IRE) 122 GB 

3 MYSTIC GUIDE (USA) 122 USA 

6 ADAYAR (IRE) 121 GB 

6 ADDEYBB (IRE) 121 GB 

6 EDUARDO (AUS) 121 AUS 

6 ESSENTIAL QUALITY (USA) 121 USA 

6 GRAN ALEGRIA (JPN) 121 JPN 

6 PYLEDRIVER (GB) 121 GB 
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 Namibian link to Aus star sprinter-from Pg xx  

 Pic-Atkins Photography. 
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SA’s premier horse transport company New Turf 
Carriers have kindly donated a table for 10  
(worth R2250) at the CTS Farm Yearling Sale  
Barnyard Bash on Friday June 18th to the winner 
of another easy-to-enter competition.   
 
Simply predict the winners of the five feature  
races at Greyville next Saturday 12 June. 
Race 3: Lighthouse Foundation Devon Air Stakes (L) 
Race 4: Cell C Sharks Gatecrasher Stakes (L) 
Race 5: Hollywoodbets Dolphins Cup Trial (G3) 
Race 6: East Coast Radio Tibouchina Stakes (G2)    
Race 7: Hollywoodbets Gold Challenge (G1) 
 
Simply send your NAME, CONTACT NUMBER and  
SELECTIONS to editor@turftalk.co.za with subject 
line NEW TURF BARNYARD COMP.  
One point per correct prediction. 
Only one entry per name/email address.  
In the event of a tie, lots will be drawn for a winner. 
Editor’s decision is final.  
Competition closes 12 noon Saturday.  
 
(It was mistakenly previously reported that this  
competition was cancelled. It is DEFINITELY still on 
and is your last chance to get tickets, as the Barnyard 
Bash is  now sold out.)  

New Turf giveaway is still on!!! 
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CTS and Turf Talk are running a simple fun competition around the 
forthcoming Farm Yearling Sale at De Grendel on Sunday 20 June.  
Just follow the listed baby steps.  
 
1) Peruse the Catalogue HERE. 
2) Select what you think will be the TOP PRICED LOT. 
3) Decide what PRICE you think he/she will go for.  
4) Send your NAME, CONTACT NUMBER, selected LOT NUMBER and 

predicted PRICE to editor@turftalk.co.za with subject line 
CTS FARM COMP  

 
The person who correctly selects the sale  
topper, and is closest  to the actual price 
paid will walk off with: 
A) A R3000 tote betting voucher 
B) A Gift Pack of superb De Grendel wine 
 
Only one entry per email address.  
Editor’s decision is final.     

Win ‘Beeg’ with CTS and Turf Talk 

https://capethoroughbredsales.com/sales/2021-fys
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          The home of   Horizon (SAF), by Dynasty 

The time-honoured Stradbroke Handicap 
has had its share of quirky tales but never 
before has it made news in Namibia. 
 
Savatoxl is the former Alice Springs dirt racing 
champion who became a racing giant-killer 
when going to South Australia to be trained by 
Tony McEvoy and winning the Group One 
Goodwood last month. 
 
The tale of original trainer and part-owner Will 
Savage, who paid just $19,000 for Savatoxl and 
was mustering cattle in the outback when the 
galloper won the Group One, has been well 
documented.  
 
What is less known is the story of Bianca  
Gordon, wife of other owner Tyson Gordon. 

Bianca Gordon was born and bred in Namibia, 
growing up on an African property and then 
coming to Australia on a backpacking trip with 
dreams of becoming a Jillaroo at an outback 
station. 
 
After meeting and marrying Tyson, she was  
bitten by the horse racing bug and even  
became a part-time strapper. 
 
When Savatoxl raced in Queensland in 2019, 
the Gordons were in Namibia visiting Bianca’s 
family and they cut short the trip to jet back 
Down Under to watch the horse race in a Group 
Three race at Eagle Farm. 
 
Savatoxl ran last that day but has gone to an 
extraordinary new level since. (to Page 18) 

Namibian link to Aussie star sprinter 
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It means the Stradbroke will not only make 
news in Queensland but also in southwest  
Africa. 
 
“I have introduced my family in Namibia to the 
wonders of racing and I have got quite a few of 
my family members that are very interested in 
what he achieves,” Bianca says. 
 
“My mum and my brothers and my nephews 
and cousins, they all keep a good eye on what 
Savatoxl (above) does. 
 
“When I grew up I had horses on the farm, but 
horseracing was not anything that interested 
me at all. 
 
“But Tyson introduced me to the Melbourne 
Cup when I came here as a backpacker. 
 
“I ended up strapping some horses for Will 
(Savage) and I saw how well racehorses were 
looked after and I became really interested in 
the sport. 
 
“The only reason I came to Australia in the first 
place was I wanted to be a Jillaroo so I could 
go and muster cattle on horseback.” 
  
Savatoxl goes into the race as a $23 chance 
after finishing sixth behind Stradbroke favourite 

Vega One in the Group One Kingsford-Smith 
Cup at Eagle Farm last month. 
 
Regardless of how the five-year-old gelding 
performs in the Stradbroke, the Gordons say 
they have already lived the racing dream. 
 
The construction company workers have been 
on the ride of a lifetime with the sprinter who 
has pocketed more than $730,000 in 
prizemoney. 
 
Tyson is convinced the horse has a winning 
chance in Queensland’s most prestigious race. 
 
“Savatoxl will need to improve a few lengths to 
win a race like the Stradbroke, but he is an  
arrogant character, a pack leader and a winner 
by nature,” Tyson says. 
 
 
“I believe he improves as he rises in class. 
 
“That’s his attitude. Let’s hope I’m right.’’  
 

punters.com.au  
 
The Stradbroke is Race 8 at Eagle Farm  
tomorrow morning.  Off at 7:53am SA time, it 
will be aired on Tellytrack. Adding SA interest, 
J&B Met winner Barend Vorster is up. –tt 

Namibian link to Aus star sprinter-from Pg 16 
Pic-Atkins Photography. 


